
 
  

 

     INSTRUCTIONS & SUGGESTIONS 
 
ROSE PETAL SOFT WAX has a low temperature melting point. 

 Can be used on all body parts & perfect for hard wax clean-up.  
 BE CAUTIOUS waxing above the neck with strip wax because facial 

skin is thinner and strip wax pulls more on the skin when removed.   
 
PREPARATION: 

 The Rose Petal container is plastic.  It can be heated inside:  
o A wax warmer and kept at a low heat setting. 
o A microwave for about 30sec and poured into a metal wax 

warmer insert.  
o A wax warmer and poured into a metal wax warmer insert. 

 The Perfect Wax Consistency 
o Heat until the point the wax is creamy and feels & looks like 

Pancake Batter. DO NOT TO HEAT to where the wax is runny. 
o At proper consistency, slightly lower temperature and apply.  

 
APPLICATION: 

 Stir wax in a figure “8” along the inside wall & center of wax pot. 
 Scoop up a ball of wax and turn several times to not drip while 

creating a “LOLLIPOP” top. 
o NOTE: The wax is at a PERFECT temperature when wax rolls 

with rotation of applicator but does not drip or run off edge. 
 Apply the wax in an even strip while layering wax in the same 

direction of hair growth. 
 Cover applied wax strip with a BOMBSHELL Las Vegas Strip. 
 PRESS FIRMLY in downward strokes along the Las Vegas wax strip. 
 Hold the skin firmly with one hand and with the other hand, 

QUICKLY pull strip in the OPPOSITE direction of hair growth staying 
close and parallel to the body. 

 
REMINDERS: 

 Always test wax temperature on your wrist to avoid burning a client. 
 Always wear gloves waxing & especially before a client disrobes. 
 Before waxing below the belt, always exam bikini and vaginal area 

for open sores or bumps. 
 Have cleansing wipes & disposable bikinis available for clients.  
 Never double-dip applicators into wax pot. 


